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Wakfu mining guide

Wakfu making money guide by JerryDBHello, before you read in I might have some information deemed as the game that they wanted to find for themselves. So read at your own risk. This is my attempt to create a rough guide to help new players as an introduction to how to make money within the game. I update this
from time to time, my words here are not entirely complete and they may well have room for improvement or in my experience my beliefs may be based on wrong assumptions. i dont want to give you any specific details . why not? Because this is a capitalist style economy after all. If I tell you about the X and you will
make a lot of money. Everyone will, and I will lose my way of earning money. Ultimately no one will be able to earn as people always want their kamas instantly so you get into a price war going lower and lower until both your losers. How to make money known as kamas? Firstly, we make different ways to make money,
it's the limit of your imagination (well to a certain extent). Drop kamas from monsters all monster drop kamas 1 kamas in each level however high level people can kill low level monsters and farm kamas, generally kamas earn from killing monsters just about you gets 2 or 3 zaaps a day. Mine is the first way we introduce in
games mine the most exciting thing possible. Gaining the miner's career from different npc before starting mine I highly recommend you keep all the iron ore that you collect for the copper +iron recipe. As usual resources are divided within a bottom-up nation, in your nation that is from your headquarters to the far points
of the nation. So iron can be found inside the first maps, then copper and the like. Places for ores can be found on the wiki please use links in later sentences. You may also want to read miner and Kamas Minter on the wakfu wiki. If you're merely going for kamas you can only mine ore that is used in kamas recipes but
the best receipe in the game requires level 60 miners. So it will target you if you want for the best recipe instantly. I warn you the number of mining levels very quickly, other players can attack you inside the mines without any penalty. What most players do is earn us some kamas from mine, enough to travel and buy sets
and then we use other methods to earn commas from then on. There are also things that help you obtain more ore leading to more kamas, picks, hat miners and pets. Drop and resources this is very simple selling equipment that will drop you and sell the resources that you drop. There are 4 main ways to sell items in
the game. The main places to get drops from dungeons where boss monsters usually drop items are equipment. I believe this is the most common way to earn commas, now drop boss UB worth a lot of kamas, good luck.1 On the market For example Fifth Avenue Bonta. You will pay the second tax you put up the item
for sale, the tax is the same for every 24 hours so if you put up the item for 72 hours you will really pay taxes in 24 hours three times. I would argue this is the most common way to sell items. 2. From your shelter bag, this time you pay only taxes. For a player to see their case they need to manually click on all their sales
room chests. It can be great, especially if you know your going on vacation. You can set up shop and then when you get back your wealthy muahahahah. 3. Shout it out in the game Sell Case X for X kamas 4. Sell items using the Trade Forums section and then trade in-game. Supply and demand as everything is driven
by players, we take prices and we demand. We don't have a lot of players on the server so you might find that the lower level sets the artificially high price and then they really should. This is because supply is low and high demand is making the price higher. I don't think it's worth mentioning the price strategy of just one
game itself after all. The price I don't know the price of an item. Use the Wakfu elements then type into the Item search box. So we can see the current price and previous prices I can't stress how amazing and useful this tool is, I will use it all the time as hard to remember your 1000s price of items. Another way to get a
price is to think about the low level? If it's your chance to go on sale for low value anyway so I'm woudn not worried about making full profit margins out of it. Second check the sales rooms to see what someone else is selling for. The last option is very nicely asking top level players, can they please tell you if the item in
question is worth anything. Now if they say it's worth anything I'll buy it from you for 1 kamas please think about them might get cheaper items. They can, 100% be truthful and help you out you have to learn this lesson for yourself. Also check what item in clicking I used to use in the professional icon about and then right
click on the list some times used to make something else and then something more that is high value. General rules of low-level items = low prices. High-level items=High prices have more money for two harder reasons to obtain and higher levels. The rarer it is, the higher the price. Rare orange code color is the rarest.
The more difficult it is, the higher the price. The higher the time taken to get the higher price e.g. leveling the case of the Maka lv 100 hit of the higher price item. Availability and usefulness, for this I am taking about pets that can only be obtained through over +3 months p2p and loops and amulets that are useful for all
classes like a pp loop. Of course, there are many exceptions to Simple general rules. So looking at the list you can work out how to get rich items that are rare, which will take a long time to hit high and that's good for everyone. It's easier said then done, but I hope you get the idea. There are also items that are new
(recently released) value higher and then maybe real value statistics because the current supply is low there are also items that may be worth low from a long time. What is speculation? That's when you know the actual price of an item and someone will allow it for less sales to say 50 fewer kamas. You then buy the item
and put it up for sale 50 kamas more than you brought less tax profits you earn speculator profits. Like all profit investments there are risks. What happens if the actual price for that item is actually 50 kamas below what it used to be, you then get stuck with an item, you might even have to sell it for less than you brought
it. Generally it takes longer to try to sell at a higher price, so you have to be patient. Since the server population is not massive this option cannot be fully realized. In my dofus fixed the price of my second items I saw them on the market I was buying and selling them at my price. The player who put in the original item was
happy for the immediate sale. I was delighted to earn very little kamas for the effort, the only effort was to expect a few extra days to sell the item. Professions I've already told you about the miner's profession. Generally all their collecting professions are not earning almost any kamas however they are used in craft
professions. For example, use The Terper's profession to gather resources to build bags. If all you need to do is collect using the trapper then you should make a very good profit. It will take you to find out what makes money, what sells well. I'll sell you a generic tip, rings and amulets well because they can be used by all
classes. You can look up items that have a high price that is craft capable and then say OMG that price is too high let me try it out and see how much it costs. Making a +profit item. If you don't want to level a career you simply want to collect or buy resources then someone else to craft items this is quite common we can't
have level 100 per profession. Let's say the craft you want involved you buy any resources for crafts will always be in mind that the market price of resources can switch daily, when you make a good case in selling it for a profit. If you keep using the same crafter eventually they start copying you, so try to use a guild
member or good friend who won't let your secret out. Also if your going to leave or relax, let your friend in action. Pets leveling pets to hit their maximum can be a way to earn money. You are easy Gemlins and Bow Meow and Level It's very comfortable to max the level to take it some time. For more information please
read pets. There are many more ways to earn commas but these are the main ones that I use. Also I want to add you need to come up with new ways all the time because of other players. Say I make the X case and earn huge amounts of profit a day (earlier than you think) someone else will find it as well. So you need
to find new ways to earn money all the time. It is likely that you and the player will come in an arrangement about fixing the price but even if you sell 50% and they sell 50% you will still have lost 50% of the normal profits you have already made. WAKFU &gt; General Talk &gt; Dettagli Della Talk How to make big money



in this game? Each MMO is your best way to make big money. How do people make great commas in Vacfu? Is there a particular profession, or something like this? Ultima modifica da Sunr' ever; 25 set 2014, ore 18:48 Nota: deve essere pound and SOLAMENTE per segnalare spam, pubblicità o messaggi problematici
(molestie, violenza o volgarità). The comments share the miner of this collection profession are based on the collection of gems, minerals and ore from the stone. A book career for miners who don't undermine a good miner is not just sticking his choice anywhere. He learns by observing nature accurately. Either he or he
reads this book to save him some time, the miner is interested in one thing, and one thing alone: mines. He has a harvesting career. It's essential to know how to recognize your resources, so keep your eyes peeled. When you are in front of these mines, you will be able to harvest ore directly. The mines will be rebuilt on
their own after a while. If you watch closely, you'll see that different ores take a different length of time. Just don't expect a gold mine to quickly appear as an iron mine! Remember that certain stones and precious stones can be refined by polished. These machines tend to be found in mines; It's not something that's done
in the middle of the woods, after all! Quiz Alert: The following text is spoiler, choose it to read: 1) What harvests the miner? -&gt; Precious Stones 2) Which items harvested by a miner can be used in a chef's recipes? - &gt; Salt. 3) Which crafts profession uses metals? -&gt; Weapons and kama miners workshop miners
can use a polish for crafts of Polish items and stones. The resources here are resources that can be picked up with the miner's career: other professional professional recipes collected: Trivia before patching 1.0 on March 28, 2012 miners had to use the miner's choice to harvest ore. The mine used must be learned in a
clan member before it can be used. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Mentioned.
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